Bringing the Power of Telematics to Fleet
TeMeDa is specifically designed to help companies promote safety, and reduce
cost while increasing the utilization and productivity of your fleet

Increase Productivity
TeMeDa offers fleet owners and operators unmatched visibility into
their operations. Keep your fleet operating at maximum efficiency
by having access to detailed information including location, speed
idling and time at sites.

Reduce Operating Cost
With accurate mileage and usage reporting you will know exactly
how much time is spent doing a job and how productive your fleet
and staff really are. Comprehensive reports will allow you to reduce
idle time and fuel usage as well as wear and tear on your vehicles.

IFTA Fuel Tax Reporting
TeMeDa has partnered with Pro Miles, one of the industry’s most
widely used fuel tax reporting companies, to offer a comprehensive
IFTA compliance tool. Integrating Pro Miles with TeMeDa means
that the system automatically updates odometer readings and
determines state line crossings allowing the application to create
required IFTA and Mile Tax Reports

Driver Safety
Reduce cost and improve safety with real time driver safety
alerts and comprehensive fleet safety performance reporting.
Acknowledge your safe drivers and coach improvement where
appropriate.

Fleet Maintenance
Remotely monitor odometer, time between maintenance intervals
and diagnostic trouble codes. Create custom maintenance
schedules, track actual maintenance and cost. Generate alerts for
your own service department or local dealer. Improve the accuracy
of your PM program to reduce costs and minimize downtime.

Current Location, Unauthorized Usage,
Theft Recovery
Always know where your assets are located so that you can better
plan where they need to be. Utilize real time alert notifications
that an asset is moving or is operating off hours. Utilizing GPS you
can track and recover an asset in case of theft.

Cold Chain Monitoring & Compliance
TeMeDa offers a complete temperature monitoring solution that
provides real-time monitoring, alerting and recording of transport
container temperatures in compliance with the Food Safety
Modernization Act (FSMA) mandate.

ELD / AOBRD Compliance
TeMeDa offers a fully compliant ELD application to track and report
Hours of Service (HOS) integrated with the TeMeDa Application.
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